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Always have one on ya! Wallet-sized bottle opener with animal-
shaped cutouts which function as the opener. Laser cut from
stainless steel

Wallet Bottle Opener -
Animals
Cost: $6.0
Case: 6

O-WA-DEER

8 16265 02120 5

The credit card-sized multi-tool. This 12-in-1 gadget has everything
you need to get you out of a pinch. The Deluxe version has laser
engraved icons. TSA compliant.

TOP SELLER

PocketMonkey
Cost: $6.0
Case: 24

Z-PM-D

6 96859 18163 4

Carry this pocket knife in your wallet to always have one with you.
This 6-in-1 credit card-sized multi-tool even has a replaceable
blade. Includes wolf head bottle opener.

TOP SELLER

WildCard
Cost: $17.0
Case: 12

Z-WC

7 48252 67692 4

Stash this comb in your billfold and never search for one again.
This 7-in-1 wallet-sized multi-tool comb has a smooth clear coat.
TSA compliant.

Headgehog
Cost: $8.0
Case: 12

Z-HH

7 48252 67802 7

A better key ring. Safe on the fingernails, secure for keys. The laser
cut split includes the letters "USA".

Keyround USA - Single
Cost: $2.5
Case: 12

K-R-1

8 16265 02141 0

A better key ring. Safe on the fingernails, secure for keys, unique
geometric shape.

Keyround Fast Fasten
(2-pack)
Cost: $5.0
Case: 12

K-FF-2

8 16265 02177 9

Always have one on ya! Our credit card sized bottle opener serves
as the perfect reminder of a state you love while ensuring you have
a bottle opener on hand at all times.

Wallet Bottle Opener -
States
Cost: $6.0
Case: 12

O-W-CA

8 16265 02010 9

Carry the state you care about most with you everywhere you go
with the convenience of our fingernail friendly Keyround for the
perfect gift or souvenir with functionality.

Keyround + Stainless
Tag
Cost: $6.0
Case: 6

K-TAG-SC

8 16265 02261 5

Laser cut from 6061 aircraft quality aluminum, each state's name
functions as a bottle opener. Serving as a tool, conversation piece
and representation of a place you love.

TOP SELLER

Name Bottle Opener -
States
Cost: $9.5
Case: 6

O-N-MI

7 48252 68362 5
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Beer pong meets darts in a joyous blend of competition and good
times. Our standard version features a compact size and lower cost
due to its handsome wood brackets.

NEW

Free Pong
Cost: $20.0
Case: 6

FP-S

8 16265 02465 7

Rift Belt Accessory Straps allow you to tailor your Rift Belt to your
particular style and come in a variety of colors.

NEW

Rift Belt - Stainless
Buckle
Cost: $19.5
Case: 6

Z-RBS-CARB

8 16265 02420

Rift Belt Accessory Straps allow you to tailor your Rift Belt to your
particular style and come in a variety of colors.

NEW

Rift Belt - Accessory
Strap Medium -
Sandstone
Cost: $11.0
Case: 2

Z-RBPM-SAND

8 16265 02435 0

An elegant 14kt Gold plated piece of laser cut jewelry which
corresponds to each of the 12 zodiac constellations. Perfect of any
astrology enthusiast.

Zodiac Constellation
Pendant
Cost: $19.5
Case: 2

OM-CPG-ARI

8 16265 02359 9

Attached to the Fast Fasten key ring this refined brass bar keychain
is engraved with a meaningful word on the front and definition on
the back; and come equipped with a box opening edge.

NEW

Definition Bar Keychain
Cost: $11.0
Case: 3

K-DBB-BIKE

8 50015 00643 2

Laser cut from 6061 aircraft quality aluminum, anodized, then laser
etched for a crisp and refined look. This bottle opener features an
imbibement pun.

NEW

Black Aluminum Opener
Cost: $9.5
Case: 3

ZC-BAO-LGW

8 16265 02310 0

NEW

Pastel Wood Coaster
Cost: $8.0
Case: 3

ZC-PWC-WL

8 50015 00652 4

The perfect coaster, protective paint preserves the design while the 
deep grooves alow for liquid absorbtion, keeping your glass and the 
table dry.

wholesale.zootility.com
zootility.faire.com (use link to reduce fees)

Cost: 
Case: 

3 ways to display, these decorative plaques offer a hanging hole for 
fastening to the wall with an optional pulldown vase holder for 8oz 
mason jars. The bracket can also be inserted into the back for displaying 
on a table or desk.

3-in-1 Wall Decor
$14.50
3

Ring Single
Cost: $12.0
Case: 6

Circle Trio
Cost: $12.0
Case: 6

Ring Pair
Cost: $16.0
Case: 4

Wall mounted vase holders for 8oz mason jars. Laser cut base and 
brackets from solid baltic birch. Featuring two styles and a variety of colors.

NEWNEW



You love your state because it's unique. It also makes a unique
drink coaster! Laser cut and engraved from baltic birch and
available in all 50 states.

UPDATED

Cutout Coaster
Cost: $12.0
Case: 6

ZC-C-TX

8 16265 02118 2

The Brass Name Opener's elegance and solidity speaks for itself.
Sure to spark conversation as well as serve as a fond reminder of a
place one holds dear.

TOP SELLER

Brass Name Bottle
Opener (Clear Pkg)
Cost: $14.5
Case: 6

O-NB-ME

8 16265 02330 8

Attached to the Fast Fasten key ring this refined brass bar keychain
is engraved with each states initials, shape and motto; and come
equipped with a box opening edge.

NEW

State Bar Keychain
Cost: $11.0
Case: 6

K-SBB-NY

8 50015 00688 3

Our credit card sized bottle opener now cut from solid brass and
etched with a state initial motif for a refined appearance. The state's
shape functions as the opener.

NEW

Brass Wallet Opener
Cost: $9.5
Case: 6

O-WB-GA

8 16265 02779 5

You love your state because it's unique. It also makes a unique
ornament! Laser cut and engraved from baltic birch and available in
all 50 states.

UPDATED

Cutout Ornament
Cost: $4.0
Case: 12

ZC-O-TX

8 16265 02299 8

The heirloom brass coaster has a timeless yet modern look that
can fit in with any home decor. Featuring a bold state name a
shape motif etched into the surface.

Brass Coaster (Clear
Pkg)
Cost: $11.0
Case: 6

ZC-CB-TX

8 16265 02593 7

More tool, less monkey. This multi-tool packs a whopping 21 tools
into one super thin piece of stainless steel. TSA compliant.

HIGH SELL THRU

PocketMonkey
Cost: $8.0
Case: 6

Z-PM-X

8 16265 02221 9

More than meets the eye, this handsome leather belt loop and bag
clip also has a crescent-shaped key ring that is easy to open and
locks into the button snap.

Leather Keychain
Cost: $12.5
Case: 4

K-LCK-CLIP

8 16265 02584 5

wholesale.zootility.com
zootility.faire.com (use link to reduce fees)

An elegant plated piece of laser cut jewelry which pays
homage to each of the 50 states so you can wear your own special
state with pride.

State Pendant Necklace

- Rhodium
Cost: $14.5
Case: 6 8 16265 02814 3

- Gold
Cost: $19.5

OM-SPR-KY
8 16265 02813 6

OM-SPG-KY



wholesale.zootility.com
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Bristle-free grill scraper. Keep hazardous metal bristles from
traditional grill scrapers out of your food and throat. Even features a
bottle opener! Dishwasher safe, stainless steel.

HIGH SELL THRU

Grrilla
Cost: $7.0
Case: 6

GR-G

7 48252 68082 2

The perfect kebab skewers. When flipping kebabs, flat skewers
prevent food from rotating and staying raw on one side. These
Wave Skewers have 2.5x more corners, resulting in more
carmelization.

Wave Skewers
Cost: $9.0
Case: 0

GR-WS-5

7 48252 67732 7

Always cook your steaks to perfection, no matter how the need to
to done. Simply place the corresponding doneness charm into each
steak to keep track of which steak is which.

Meat Charms
Cost: $9.0
Case: 6

GR-MC-6

7 48252 68112 6

The newest addition to the Super Thin pocket knife line. This ultra-
compact keychain pocket knife has a keychain loop.

NEW

Super Thin Pocket Knife
(ST-1)
Cost: $25.0
Case: 6

Z-ST1

8 16265 02469 5

Our Super Thin knives are unlike anything you've ever seen before.
This compact pocket knife fits easily in your coin pocket.

HIGH SELL THRU

Super Thin Pocket Knife
(ST-2)
Cost: $25.0
Case: 6

Z-ST2

8 16265 02102 1

Carry this pocket knife in your wallet to always have one with you.
This 6-in-1 credit card-sized multi-tool even has a replaceable
blade. Includes minimal bottle opener.

Hyper Thin Knife
Cost: $17.0
Case: 6

Large Serving Tray
Cost: $29.0
Case: 2

Small Serving Tray
Cost: $19.5
Case: 3

Large Valet Tray
Cost: $19.5
Case: 2

Small Valet Tray
Cost: $12.0
Case: 3

Medium Valet Tray
Cost: $14.5
Case: 2

Z-HT-420

7 48252 68052

Solid baltic birch serving tray, painted and laser inscribed with a detailed 
city map or illustration.

Neoprene catch-all valet trays featuring a natural cork inner, laser 
inscribed with either a city map, definition, or illustration.
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